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Determined Listening 

Until Compassionate 

Conversation Is Possible 
 

2 Part Sermon Series 
 

Introduction:  This sermon series in 2 parts had a very specific context.  Following the 2016 

Presidential election, as dark forces divided America into two nearly armed camps, determined 

to despise and destroy each other, I found the fear and hostility all around me to be literally 

sickening.  I finally found the good sense and the emotional courage to take the dis-ease to God 

in prayer.  These sermons tell the story of that encounter with God in the depths of prayer; and 

how that encounter changed my behavior—towards being a peacemaker—and healed my 

disease. 

Friends, the message in these sermons is still critical to your personal physical and spiritual 

health and the unity of a perilously sick society.  The time for things to change within and 

among us is, NOW.   
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Determined Listening Until Compassionate Conversation  

James 3: 3-9 

March, 2017 

James 3:3-9: 

3When we put bits into the mouths of horses to make them obey us, we can turn the whole 

animal. 4 Or take ships as an example. Although they are so large and are driven by strong winds, 

they are steered by a very small rudder wherever the pilot wants to go. 5 Likewise, the tongue is a 

small part of the body, but it makes great boasts. Consider what a great forest is set on fire by a 

small spark. 6 The tongue also is a fire, a world of evil among the parts of the body. It corrupts 

the whole body, sets the whole course of one’s life on fire, and is itself set on fire by hell. 

7 All kinds of animals, birds, reptiles and sea creatures are being tamed and have been 

tamed by mankind, 8 but no human being can tame the tongue. It is a restless evil, full of deadly 

poison. 

9 With the tongue we praise our Lord and Father, and with it we curse human beings, who 

have been made in God’s likeness. 

 

 I may as well confess this because it won’t take you long to figure it out.  Just hang 

around me for a while, until I let my guard is down.  Be there on a bad day  when I have grown 

impatient and weary and listen to how I speak to my wife.  You will see, I am nowhere near 

being a perfect person and sometimes I am out of control… 

 I am like a frightened horse with no “easy rider” to calm the beast.  When I am startled I 

may begin bucking and not even a bit in my mouth will stop me.     

 I am like a raging fire that could have been extinguished just a few minutes  earlier if I 

had simply chosen  not to  burn. 

Right now, as I am preaching, my body, mind and spirit are controlled by my  will  and 

by your expectations of  how a preacher should  speak—but even more by a choice I make while 

writing a sermon to be extra attentive to  examine and re-examine my words, to see that they 

conform to the Word and the  Love of  God.   

 But later, what will  prevent me in the privacy  of my  thoughts or in the absence of 

respect and compassion, or a refusal to spend time with God, or in a moment of fear  or doubt…?   

What will prevent me then  from cursing even my friend, berating a child, or even assaulting, 

with my harsh words the God who I know to  be very fond of me?   
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 Would that  I could under any  and all circumstances speak only wisdom and love.  What 

a blessed child of  God I  would then be!  What a loving and just presence in the  world I would 

then be.  But alas it is not so. 

 

 I would like to  add one verse from the teaching of  Jesus in Matthew 5:22, just so  we 

know that our  Lord’s instruction is the backbone of the teaching of his  brother James; 

 

“But I tell you that anyone who is angry with a brother or sister will be subject to judgment. 

Again, anyone who says to a brother or sister, ‘Raca,’ is answerable to the court. And anyone 

who says, ‘You fool!’ will be in danger of the fire of hell.” 

Let us pray:  May the words of my mouth and the ponderings of  our hearts be acceptable 

in your sight, our God, our Lord and our redeemer.  Amen. 

 Are any of you familiar with  the centuries old Christian prayer known simply  as the 

Jesus  prayer?  I began practicing the Jesus prayer about 35 years ago and have by now repeated 

it thousands of time. 

 “Jesus Christ, Son of God, Savior, have mercy on me, a sinner.”   

 For me the Jesus prayer has  over these many years  of practice become a doorway into  

the Presence of God, an entry point that summarizes all of  my hundreds of experiences of being 

forgiven  and loved by my merciful God—and especially the Jesus prayer reminds me to be 

humble at all times—to be patient with others, to reject judgement and condemnation of others.  

Why?  Because, as the prayer reminds me, I am a sinner. 

Try this prayer.  Repeat after me.   

Jesus Christ 

Son of  God 

Savior 

Have mercy upon me 

A sinner. 

  

This simple prayer is a summary of the Gospel, the Good News of Jesus.  Millions of 

Christians have  found it to be a doorway into  the Presence  of God because it  reminds us of  all 

the times in our  lives that we have needed God  and found  God.  That reminder can make us 

humble once again, aware of the futility of trying to be the person God needs us to be if  we do 

not have a lifeline to God, who can calm even the savage tongue.   

The Jesus  prayer invites me once  again to  be aware of how bad things  can  get in my 

life—my life which is a  state of sin, fallenness, addiction, unrighteousness, even moral 

insanity—wherein I  cannot behave any better than a terrified horse trapped in a raging fire.  The 

apostle Paul summarized this dark reality of the human predicament when he boldly informed us 
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that the good he wanted to do he could not do  and the evil he wanted to avoid controlled 

him…as if  he was a wild wounded animal. 

 On my  own  I am a panicked palomino or  a terrified thoroughbred, a stultified Shetland 

pony, a raging race horse too long on steroids.  In  the Presence of God I calm down and allow 

grace to guide my every word.  In Christ,  even the tongue can be tamed and my every word can 

comfort and  guide and empower and  love others. 

 Sticks and stones may break  my bones but  names can never hurt me.  Wrong!  Sticks 

and stones can only break my body but angry  and  hateful words can destroy my mind and 

imprison my soul in a ceaseless conflagration of unbreathable smoke and consuming fire.   

 The speaking  of  un-monitored, angry, hateful words of prejudice and  division can 

divide a family or a church or a community or a country or even  the entire world  into factions 

that want  nothing  but  the power to  destroy the others.  The pursuit of power becomes  a 

devouring addiction.  The need  to control the behavior  of  others, an  addiction to judging and 

condemning, is a progressive and  eventually deadly disease. 

 Addictions to food  and drugs and sex and pleasure and mean and ugly words are all  

deadly diseases.   Sometimes even over zealous allegiance  to good things can take the place of 

God in  our lives and  become deadly  diseases; like the pursuit of knowledge and the ravenous 

hunger to possess more  and more things, the love of  money.  You know what I am talking 

about.  There are a legion—a pantheon-- of these false  gods intent  on strangling  us like a  boa  

constrictor.  Sin, addictions, idolatries threaten to  devour every  person like a roaring  lion.   

 So I continue to  pray the Jesus Prayer, daily, sometimes many times a day, seeking to be  

close to the God who can heal all  of my diseases, addictions, idolatries.. 

And, today, instructed by the Biblical Book  of  James, we pay  especial attention to the  

idolatry of the  tongue, the sin of  angry and  hateful speech, the  addiction of words.  Too many 

words.  Too  many loud and lying words. 

  

I  had an experience recently that  reminded me that all  of us have the capacity to speak 

Godly  words; words that  comfort and heal and encourage.  When  my brother John  had  his  

second  stroke  and could no longer  speak or eat or  even swallow I  shared a post on Facebook.  

Here is what I wrote on Facebook. 

 OVER THE PAST WEEK I HAVE LEARNED THAT HUNDREDS OF MY 

FACEBOOK FRIENDS KNOW HOW TO SPEAK THE WISDOM OF THE GODLY.  ALL of 

you shared with me and my family your GODLY love and counsel in the face of the death of my 

brother John.  ALL of you, not a single exception, know how to speak the Counsel of the Godly. 

Yes, of course I have often heard and have spoken ungodly words [Especially when I am 

frightened].  But I also know what Godly Counsel sounds and feels like and you, my friends, are 

full of it—Godly Counsel that is!  Thank you.  You lifted my spirits.  And when I read your 
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counsel to John, your hearts reached out through time and space and lifted my dying brother into 

God’s presence.  [Do you get what a miracle that is!?]  Yes, YOU DID that.   

Keep it up.  Continue in the Godly Counsel.  And do not listen to the ungodly counsel, as 

in the dark spirit of fear and division and hopelessness.  For the way of the ungodly, Psalm 1 

says, WILL PERISH 

PS—We ALL know what it feels like to have a loved one who is dying or has died.  

Sometimes the sadness is so deep that it never passes into the past on Earth.  Because we all 

know this mighty grief we are better able to speak GODLY words to others when death has 

visited their lives.  There are other situations, however, when we do not identify so closely with 

another and are less likely to give Godly Counsel.  For example, sometimes we do not remember 

the gut-wrenching relief we felt when we were forgiven.  So we speak ungodly counsel to one 

we cannot forgive.  Sometimes we do not vividly recall the horror of being the despised stranger 

or newcomer, so we do not welcome the stranger or refugee new to our land.  Sometimes we 

forget that once we were the betrayer so we speak rabid ungodly counsel to the one who betrays 

us.  Sometimes we deny the fear or loneliness that once consumed us, so we have no Godly 

words or actions for another lost in these forms of despair. 

The solutions?  They are legion.  But  here is one of  the  best.  By listening, instead of 

disagreeing or arguing or even berating; by listening and caring about another person, you can 

walk in another’s shoes for a second, or even a minute, hour or day.  Then  we can, once we have 

really listened, live the Golden Rule (found in all the great religions of the world). We can give 

thanks each and every day for someone who gave us Godly counsel or love or forgiveness, and 

we  can be  Godly  counsel.    We all have  the  capacity to  speak  Godly  words.  We can----but 

we don’t.   

 Context?   

Why am I preaching this sermon  about the evil  of  the human tongue today?  How is this 

dreadful addiction to  carelessly spoken words impacting our lives and our  world today?  In a 

prayer, let’s ask God to  speak to our hearts on this topic of the tongue.  So, repeat after  me: 

 Merciful God 

     who daily watches over  me      

God who hears our  every word.       

God who will guide  our  every action.. 

         God who answers every prayer. 

    Reveal to  us your way of speaking as we listen in the silence. 

      We listen for Your  word  of truth.     

This is our prayer to you.  Amen. 
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 I prayed a prayer at  the beginning of  December much  like  the  prayer we just prayed 

together.  Then I listened from  within the  silence and I  heard a  variety of answers that have 

guided  me  ever since.  The context of this prayer, this  particular  occasion of  speaking to God  

and listening to God, happened in the wake, the flood of angry  words and divisive speech and 

hateful discourse and fragmented dialog and dishonest proclamations,  the  tsunami of 

condemnation in pursuit of  power , that floated  through our  most recent presidential election 

and its wildly clamorous aftermath.  We now live  in a country and a world that seems  intent on 

using  words to  wound and destroy and obliterate love and  shatter in America our  pursuit of  

the general welfare.  Though we disagree on many things, we need to agree on this.  Angry  and 

judgment and hateful  speech  is destructive.  But  even worse--as Jesus and James teach us—

such words are  always the counsel  of the ungodly and they have the power to  unleash the 

savage beast of demolition in  all  of us. 

.   Do you know what is the most  common response, the  most human response, to someone 

pointing out  that someone’s words are  ungodly counsel?  They are—and all of us  spoke these 

defensive words  as immature children: 

 He started it. 

 It’s not my fault. 

 Or even, the  devil made  me do  it. 

 

 Those  who  are  committing the sins of  the  tongue are  rarely  able to  take 

responsibility for the sin they have committed  and the destruction their sin has  wrought.  She 

started it!  As adults we keep making such excuses…Without honest confession  and repentance  

and  change, the  destruction just continues unabated  until all  goodness is undone and evil  has 

its way  in the world, in our lives.   

As I  said, I prayed last December for  Godly wisdom and this  is what God  whispered to  

me:  What God  told  me was  to Pick Two.   

 Pick two…friends, God suggested to me.  Oh, cool, I said to God.  Luckily I have more 

than two friends.  I will pick two of my favorite friends.  I will pick Steve Chastain and Carol 

Seidel.  They are really good friends.  We have so  much in common.  I love these two.   

 NO!  God whispered.  Pick two friends who you think you have precious little in 

common  with you.  Two friends who, let us  say, drive you crazy with their words.  Two friends 

you would rather  bite your nails  down  to stubs  rather than listen to them speak one more word.  

 And then God told me—God had  to be putting me on—then God told me to  spend  time 

with them and to  listen to  them.  God instructed me to  close my mouth and open my  ears and 

spend time with each  of these two friends.  God’s request to  me is summarized in the first two 

words of  today’s sermon  title”  “DETERMINED LISTENING.”  God  said, you are to be 

intentional about  this.  Ken, you are to set your intention.  Plan.  Set time  aside.  Be determined 

in this.  Spend  time with  these two  friends for  the purpose  of  doing nothing  but  listen;  listen 

and learn.  Be determined.  
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 Who do  you hate do listen to so  much  that it would take a direct order from God  for 

you  to obey God and just listen? 

 However, I  knew something that God did not know that would stop even God  in  his 

tracks.  I would ask  God a question that even an all-knowing God could not answer.  Here is the 

question that when  God heard the question would cause even God to  abandon this command 

that I  pick two  friends who disagreed  with me on everything, friends who are  entirely 

disagreeable and miserable people and I don’t want to spend even a second face to face with 

them.   

 Here is the question I asked God. 

 Where in the infinite Creation am  I going to find two  friends  like that?  I don’t have 

friends like that!!!  By definition they would  not be friends! 

 God answered in one word. 

 FACEBOOK. 

I  have quite a few  new Facebook friends from my high school class of 1967 at  Owego 

Free Academy.  Some of  them  are very  different  than  me, but they are friends, on Facebook.  

God had  tricked me, I  thought.  God  who hears even our thoughts whispered back, “This  is no 

joke.  Your  words will change the world, enabling the Kingdom of  God to come on Earth as it 

is in  heaven.” 

I whisper to you, “Your  words can change  the  world.” 

 

  I  am out of time.  This sermon has already gone  too long.  You  want to know—I  hope 

you  are interested enough in this Ken/God conversation and what God  commanded me to do  

that you  want to  know what happened next.  Well, I don’t have time to tell you.  And it  was 

only by  a  miracle of  God’s intervention and Pastor Steve’s invitation that  I got  to share with 

you this much today.  I won’t be  here  next week to share part two.  Where will I  be?  

Worshiping over in Endicott at Cornerstone Baptist Church  with Pastor  Greg Johnson and his  

people. 

I  will not have the opportunity: 

 To explain what Determined  Listening is. 

  To tell  you if I actually choose two disagreeable  Facebook  friends. 

   To share whether or not I managed to find time listen to  them. 

    And to reveal what happened next. 

 

I don’t even have time to  introduce  the last two  words  of  today’s sermon title, 

“Compassionate Conversation.”  So what to  do: 

 How about I leave you hanging.  They call this a “cliff  hanger” when  it is a dramatic 

two part show on  television.  How about  if I leave you hanging?  Better yet.  Since I personally 
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need  to write  the  second part  of this sermon, even if I never preach  it, how about if I write  it  

over the next few days and have it available for reading next Sunday?  Then  those  of you  who 

are interested can take a printed copy of  part 2 and read the  rest of this message entitled, 

“Determined Listening Until Compassionate Conversation.”  Yes, I can do that, and I will write  

part  two of  this sermon and make it available to you… 

  

But here  is the conclusion for  today.  Some of you  know that YOU are as guilty as me 

when it comes to sins  related to  the human tongue.  Some of you know  that just as certainly as  

I  know it, that you need  to learn, as a follower of Jesus, to  listen more with determination and  

to speak  with compassion  more and to edit a  lot more  of your words and to keep silent a  lot 

more often.  And if you are among these people  for whom the  Apostle James specifically wrote  

his warnings about the  human tongue then  God has a command for you as intense as God’s 

command to  me to Pick Two.  God’s command to me:  Pick  two  friends.   

God’s command to those  of you  to  whom this sermon was specifically  directed—and 

since I am  relatively  new  to this congregation, I  do  not know  who you  are—but if God is 

directing this  sermon to  your two ears God’s command is that you  are  to read Part 2 of Ken’s 

sermon  when you pick it  up  next Sunday; not “if” you  pick it up, “when.”  And, YOU are to  

take it to heart and YOU are do to what God will tell YOU to do.  Not what God told me to  

do—what God tells YOU to  do. 

If God is directing this message to YOU then YOUR merciful God who  loves you and 

wants only the  best for you will  reveal  to  you exactly how God is  going  to  help you to tame 

your tongue. 

So  be it. 

Amen.  
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Determined Listening Until Compassionate Conversation, Part 2  

Proverbs 15: 1,2,4,7; Matthew 5:43-47; Romans 12:19-21 

 

Proverbs 15: 1,2,4,7 

  
1 [a]A mild answer turns back wrath, 

    but a harsh word stirs up anger.[b] 
2 The tongue of the wise pours out knowledge, 

    but the mouth of fools spews folly. 
4 A soothing tongue is a tree of life, 

    but a perverse one breaks the spirit. 
7 The lips of the wise spread knowledge, 

    but the heart of fools is not steadfast.[d] 

 

Matthew 5:43-47 

 43 “You have heard that it was said, ‘Love your neighbor[a] and hate your enemy.’ 44 But I 

tell you, love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you, 45 that you may be children 

of your Father in heaven. He causes his sun to rise on the evil and the good, and sends rain on 

the righteous and the unrighteous. 46 If you love those who love you, what reward will you get? 

Are not even the tax collectors doing that? 47 And if you greet only your own people, what are 

you doing more than others? Do not even pagans do that? 

 

Roman 12:19-21 

19 Do not take revenge, my dear friends, but leave room for God’s wrath, for it is written: 

“It is mine to avenge; I will repay,”[b] says the Lord. 20 On the contrary: 

“If your enemy is hungry, feed him; 

    if he is thirsty, give him something to drink. 

In doing this, you will heap burning coals on his head.”[c] 

21 Do not be overcome by evil, but overcome evil with good. 

 

Jesus was a teacher of marvelous wisdom and grace.  Yet his primary methods  of teaching—

parables, teaching stories and what I call non-conventional wisdom sayings--often  leave 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Proverbs+15&version=NABRE#fen-NABRE-18941a
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Proverbs+15&version=NABRE#fen-NABRE-18941b
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Proverbs+15&version=NABRE#fen-NABRE-18947d
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Matthew+5%3A+40-50&version=NIV#fen-NIV-23278a
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Romans+12%3A15-25&version=NIV#fen-NIV-28265b
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Romans+12%3A15-25&version=NIV#fen-NIV-28266c
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Christians puzzling  over what  he could possibly have  meant.  I have even complained that 

some of his lessons defy common sense and over 40 years of ministry I have heard many  

believers protest that they disagree  vehemently some  of the messages of  Jesus.  One friend 

back in Massachusetts who  was deeply committed  to her very large  extended  family hated  the 

stories where Jesus commanded his followers to abandon family ties  if Jesus  was to be first  and 

foremost in their  lives.  Maybe you can ask  Pastor Steve to  tackle that one.  I  am  not going  

there  today. 

However where I will  go  and  take you  with  me to  another treacherously difficult example of  

Jesus’ wisdom.  Here we  find an illustration of “the  way  of Jesus”  in Matthew chapter  5,  just  

before the  text we read  a minute  ago regarding  loving our enemies.  (I  have heard Christians 

protest that  this  is  a crazy chapter full  of impossible teaching.)  Blessed  are the poor and 

blessed are those that  mourn?  Most mourners have difficulty believing they  are  blessed!  

Blessed  are  the persecuted.  Many  Christians think this word of  Jesus defies common sense.  

Jesus even says that when you are  bringing your  offering to the  church and suddenly remember 

a conflict between you and a neighbor—church treasurers are not fond of this one—you are to  

leave the  church  with your offering and you  are  to exit the church and be reconciled to  your 

neighbor.  Strange.  Impractical.  That’s followed by the command to cut off your  hand if it 

causes  you sin.  The  crazy  chapter.   

Then Jesus  seems to really  go  off the  deep end,  offering us  instruction that  purports to teach  

us  how to  turn our  enemies  into friends; wild and  crazy  ideas that are far  more  likely to get  

us killed.  As you listen to these illustrations  for  supposed  Christian  peacemakers, ask 

yourself, is Jesus for  real here?   

 38 [y]“You have heard that it was said, ‘An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth.’ 39 But I 

say to you, offer no [violent] resistance to one who is evil. When someone strikes you on [your] 

right cheek, turn the other one to him as well. 40 If anyone wants to go to law with you over 

your tunic, hand him your cloak as well. 41 Should anyone press you into service for one mile,[z] 

go with him for two miles. 42 Give to the one who asks of you, and do not turn your back on one 

who wants to borrow. 

 
Well, what  about  it?  Do you think this kind of instruction works  in the  real world?  Would you as a 

parent tell your bruised and battered child to return to  the playground the next day and ask  for 

another beating?  Crazy!  And what about how  we treat  criminals who invade our  homes or our 

international enemies threatening to  build an atomic bomb or  to send  terrorists to our  shores?  Are 

we to not resist them  with whatever level of violence that is necessary? 

 

Listen.  I  am  going  to tell  you something that  you already know.  Jesus was a masterful teacher.  He  

did not  talk nonsense and his teaching does work in  the  real world.  But  only if we  ask God  to guide 

us in understanding and applying and practicing the  instruction of Jesus.  We have to be taught 

how to resist evil with goodness. 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Matthew+5&version=NABRE#fen-NABRE-27592y
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Matthew+5&version=NABRE#fen-NABRE-27595z
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For example, Jesus says  that when someone slaps you , “Turn the  other cheek.”  “Yeah right,” I  heard  

a Christian say once.  “What if  he  hits  me  again?  I  only  have two  cheeks.”   “ I have enemies, 

someone complains, that would kill me just for  looking weak.”  Is it weak to  turn the  other cheek?  Or 

is  it  a  way  for  a powerless person to gain some self-respect and even  some power? 

 Let  me show  you  what I think Jesus  meant.   Watch.   Watch  me and Peter.    

Peter has volunteered to  slap  me  on the  cheek.  I had  a lot  of volunteers but I think he is  the 

one who will hurt  me the least.   So, go ahead, Peter,  let me have  it!  Ouch!  But  OK, now  smack me 

again.  Double Ouch!   

 Is that what you think that  Jesus meant?  Is that  how Jesus  proposed turning an enemy into a 

friend?  Of  course  not!  To have any chance of learning what  Jesus was trying to teach  the Jews in 

Palestine about transforming enemies into friends we  have to understand some things  about  their 

culture.   

 First, the question:  Who had  the right or the power to  go around slapping someone else?  In 

that  culture masters  and slave owners  could slap their servants and their slaves.  It was  their  right.  

Slaves and  servants were  powerless.  They had no  recourse.  No justice.  No  power.   

 However, the  power of the masters and slave  owners was not unlimited.  They were only  

allowed to  slap with the front of  the  hand,  never the  back.  So  Peter, slap me again, but this  time just 

pretend.  Fake ouch.   But this time  when I  turn my other  cheek Peter, a resident of  Palestine  in the  

first century, Peter remembers the limits of his power  to punish me.  He may not hit me with the back  

of  his  hand.   Now I have just a little bit  of  power as the slave.  I have offered my other  cheek  but he 

would have  to violate the  rules  of his culture to  slap me again.   

 Oh, some of  you smart folks say.  He could  use  his left  hand, the front of his  left hand.  Not so.  

There is  another cultural  standard limiting  the  use of the  left hand.  What is the left hand  used  for, 

even  today, in  Middle Eastern culture?   Toileting.  They didn’t have soap and water to clean up after 

using the outhouse.  The left hand was reserved for use  in their version of  the bathroom.   Peter, look 

at your left hand.  Now  shake your head , “No!”  Now turn your  face into  a  disgusting  grimace.  Jesus 

knew  his  culture  and he knew the  rules and so  he created stories and  illustrations that taught 

powerless people—all Jews were powerless in the face  of the  power  mad Roman  Empire—how to 

resist  evil  without  violence.   

 One of the most powerful tools Christians have today for  turning enemies into friends is the  

power of listening.  Why is listening so powerful in our society?  Because, in America today hardly  

anyone  takes the time listen.  And listening, determined and respectful listening,  changes  people—can 

turn enemies into  friends. 

 Immediately  after preaching last Sunday one of  you stopped me in order to tell  me a story.  

I  was by that  time  feeling  very  hungry and was  in a  hurry  to  get  downstairs  for  some of that  

delicious  lasagna.  But you seemed  intent  on telling  me your  story so I stopped and really listened.  

The night before—and I  may  get some of the details  wrong—but the night before you had decided  

that it was  your  Christian duty to take  a certain person out  for dinner because  she  needed a friend.  

She  was not an easy friend  for you—she talked too much , too much complaining.  But you are a 

charitable person and you  felt an obligation.  When  she drove  you home she came into the  house  for 
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just a minute.  You did  not take  her coat.  You did not  tell her to be seated.  She could just stand there  

for just  a  minute and then leave.  Then you  could have some  peace  and quiet.   

 Suddenly the complaining woman began to share  with you her life  story, as if  you  were 

interested, like you are  her best friend or something.  And from the first  sentence  it  was a  very 

interesting story.  So you decided to  listen and  she  decided to keep up  the  storytelling.  Sometime 

time  along the way  she  sat  down, but  she never took  off  her  coat.  She  kept  talking,  telling  you 

her biography, her journey, her  tragedy, her loves and her  fears and  her  hopes  and  dreams.  

Occasionally  you  asked a question but  mostly  you listened.   

 And last Sunday around 12:25, as my lasagna was getting cold, you told me that  after almost  

two  hours  of listening she finally got  up  and went home.  And you  told me  that  you were amazed  

because now  you understood this woman.  Why she is the way she  is.  In the midst of  this  friends  

story telling and painful honesty and  trust  in you, you began to understand  and even  to like  this 

complaining woman.   

 I  exclaimed—“What a gift  you  gave  her!!!   People just don’t give away this gift very often.” I 

added, “And what a gift  your  story gave  to me; a Christ like illustration of  the power  of listening to 

change  people’s hearts  and one  person  at a time to change  the world.” 

 

 So, that  brings us back  to last week’s sermon, to God whispering in my ear that I was  to Pick 

Two—Pick two  friends that  I thought I had little in  common with,  in  fact  two friends whose words  

and opinions were  offensive to me.  Pick two friends, from Facebook, and commit yourself  to 

Determined  Listening.  Determined  listening—listening  without  arguing, listening  especially without  

judgment. 

 I  have learned  over  many years from many experiences to listen  to God when  God, the still 

small voice  of God, whispers  such things  in  my ear.  I chose  two  Facebook friends and I  set  up my 

first  meeting with  one of  them  at  his  office  in Newark Valley, just north  of Owego.  And just as God 

had told me, I set  my intention, made my plans and sought with prayer  and all the  resolve and  

fortitude  I  could muster to be ready to listen.  I drove to Newark  Valley, entered Frank’s office and saw 

there an old  man, just  like me, who  I  had not  set  eyes  on  since graduation from high school in June 

of 1967.  But I had  been reading his  Facebook posts and  knew that the most difficult  thing in the  

world would be to  practice my  plan, to listen, to  see what God could do  if I  just—this is not possible—

kept my  mouth shut and my  ears and  heart  open. 

 We were planning to meet and immediately go to lunch, but it was as  if Frank had  been waiting 

for  those 50 years  for  someone to  listen  to his  story.  Determined listening is not easy and  it is not  

passive.  I nodded my hear a  lot and asked  some  questions and related  myself  to some of  the 

important events  in  his life.  But Frank  did almost  all of the  talking.  And one of the  things that  I  

heard  from Frank was  that he had  a heart of  gold.  His life had  been dedicated  to  the well being of  

children  and youth  in his  community.  He had  gone  through many tragedies , especially during his  

military  service.  His  time in the Middle East had taught him to  hate Islam and  all the Muslims he  had  

met  along  the way.  He had  his  reasons and  I  just listened.  His family  had fallen  apart and a lot of it  

was his own fault, and  I  just listened and indicated that  I  cared.  He  kept talking.  Finally we went  to 
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lunch and Frank kept talking  in his  pick up  truck, there and back again.  And at the  end of  our three  

hours together Frank told me that in his entire  life  he had  never had conversation like that. 

 

Now,  finally, we are going to move on to  the last  two words of the title of this two part 

sermon. 

Compassionate  Conversation.   

Determined Listening Until Compassionate Conversation.   

Determined Listening Until  Compassionate Conversation becomes a real possibility.   

 It is  not easy to  learn  to  be a  great  listener, but as the  story I  told just a few minutes ago—

the story about one  of you  in  this church last  Sunday morning—as that story illustrates, all of  us 

already know how  to  be  a good listener, if  we  only will decide to be one—to be determined, to set 

our intention, to  figuratively  speaking tape our  mouths shut.  We  know how to speak Godly Counsel 

and we  know  how to listen, whenever  we choose to do so.   

 

Compassionate Conversation  is also  difficult.  To be great at Compassionate Conversation takes 

a lot  of skill  and practice, but to be good at  it—well, all of us already know what it means to be kind 

and loving.  We just  have set our  intention to be an expression of God’s love to someone and  then we 

just have  to  live what  we have  decided to  be. 

My new friend Frank,  now much  more  than  a  mere  Facebook acquaintance, and I have met 

two more times  for lunch, once in his home town  and once in mine.  Frank reads my Facebook  page 

and  he  knows about my efforts  in Hancock, New  York to  build relationships with  150 Muslims in  the 

community  of  Islamberg just  down  the road  and up  the hill  from  my house.  After three 

conversations where he was the primary speaker and I was the primary listener, Frank who  hated Islam  

and Muslims and Sharia Law  and was  convinced that these Muslims were a terrorist threat—finally my  

friend Frank asked me what  I  thought of “those Muslims in Hancock?”  Suddenly, after I had  practiced 

“Determined Listening” just three  times  with him, suddenly Frank  and I  were deep into  

Compassionate Conversation.  Frank heard me out and Frank believed me when I  told him  that  these  

people, Faruq, Mohammad, Tahira, Yamina, Bilqees and  their many beautiful  children were  good 

people,  spiritual  people,  non-violent people who opposed Terrorism in  all of its ugly forms.  Now, 

after I had listened  to him with respect and caring, now Frank was  ready to extend to me the same kind 

of respectful listening. 

 

In this crazy and  loud  and condemning and divided  world of  ours, God  has need in  this 

generation  for followers  of Jesus to be  more than adequate, more  than good listeners and barely 

good enough communicators.  God needs  disciples of Jesus to be great doers of  compassion, even 

extraordinary doers of compassion.  If none of us set our intention and become determined  to  be 

phenomenal doers of  compassion, who know exactly how to  strive  towards Compassionate 

Conversations--well, God  may have another way  to  get  the  job of peace,  justice and love  done; but  I 
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don’t see how.  I believe God’s plan is that followers of  Jesus will do in  this  era  of history this 

extraordinary, astonishing, amazing, surprising, unexpected  work.  God’s plan is that  you  and  I will be 

the hands and  feet and tongue, especially tongue, of  Jesus in transforming the  world. 

Remember—John 3:17—God did not send his one and  only  Son into  the  world to  condemn 

the  world, but  that  the  world  might  be saved  through  him. 

Followers  of Jesus, we are  the  ears of Jesus—Determined Listening—until  we can become the 

tongue  of Jesus—Compassionate Conversation.  This  will  take skill  and practice. 

I have some good news for us who are called to  this most  holy work.  I found out  in the past  

24  hours  that you and I do not have  to invent the  skills that Jesus needs us  to  practice in  order to  be 

compassion.  These skills have already been invented and are already being  taught  and practiced.  

Smart phones are  an amazing tools, when used  for  the purposes of  love.  As Kathy was driving  my 

tired mind and body  back  to Hancock last Sunday after a long  and  exhausting  day, this  idea popped  

into my head.  What if I  had  not invented  the phrase, the idea, of Compassionate Conversation?  What  

if this phrase was already blowing  in the winds  of  the Holy Spirit?  What if God who is everywhere had  

even been  planting this  seed of  transformation  elsewhere,  even maybe everywhere?  How would I 

know? 

Quickly I  reached for my smartphone and I googled, “Compassionate Conversation.”  How many  

entries  did find  on  “Compassionate Conversation?”  At first I found…Zero, zip,  nada, nothing.  But I  

was  not  disappointed because were lots of references to “Compassionate Communication.”  And as I 

scrolled down I finally did find  a reference to “Compassionate Conversation” and then  a reference to 

“Conversations on Compassion.”  This one  was from  the National Institutes  of Health!  Even the  

government knows about this!?   

Here  are  just  a few of the references I found: 

 8 tips to master  compassionate  communication 

 Compassionate Communication in “Psychology Today” Magazine 

 Compassionate Communication Center 

 Compassionate Communication Training 

 Conversations on Compassionate Communication at  Stanford  University 

 Even  an article Wikipedia on Nonviolent Communication 

 Another reference titled, What’s My Intention?  A Simple Nonviolent Communication 

Exercise 

 8 Fundamental Communication Exercises 

Do  you  see  what  is happening here?  I have invented, I have  invented, an  old idea.  God is 

asking  Christians  to gain  skills  in practicing a very old  idea that is so old it has become new across the 

world  and  in every  corner of this  country.  You can go to Columbus,  Ohio  and  take  a weekend 

course  in Compassionate Communication; or you can do exercises that anyone around  the world with a 

computer can also do; or  we  could have a class right here at  Community Baptist Church on  

“Determined Listening Until Compassionate  Conversation” becomes  real to  us.  The lesson  plans have 

already been written.  Maybe this  is our destiny.  Do you see the similarity  between  the  words?   

 Community Baptist Church 
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 Communication 

 Communion 

 Common 

Do we  have something  in Common with everyone that can facilitate Communion and 

Communication  and Community with everyone?  Of  course  we do.  We have  a 

Commandment to love God and  to love our neighbors with  all  body, mind, heart and 

soul.  And this  love is  possible because We Are Able. (“Are you  able,” said  the  Master?  “Yes, 

we are able,” we sing.”)  And  we can  learn.  No Christians with dis-ability around  here.  We are  

all able!   “Determined Listening Until Compassionate Conversation” like the Kingdom of God, is 

already among us and can also come  to us with  power!  Yes, we  are able.   

Are we willing?  Where do  I sign  up? 

I hope it is obvious that living out Determined Listening Until Compassionate 

Conversation is not easy.  Giving these gifts to  another human being takes, of course, heavy 

doses of determination and  compassion.  And these gifts require some  skill  and practice—

though I have already suggested that we all already  know the basics.  Just like my 217 Facebook 

friends, we all already know how to  be Godly  Counsel.  And our capacity to be Godly Counsel 

and deep listeners and  doers of  compassion grows  as we  grow closer to  God.   

 

And now, as I bring this two  part  sermon  to a  close, I  am  going to tell  you  a  secret 

that was revealed to be  by a  little child about 6 years old.  I  am serious about  this.  It was just 

revealed to  me by  a six year  old  girl a few minutes before  I  began to write this  paragraph.  

She had not shared  her secret with  me about  growing closer to God until today.  I did not  

know  this secret, though it is related to everything I have been preaching on these two  Sunday 

mornings.  I was not  in possession when I preached here  last Sunday.  This is  new.  

 This  child,  I will call  her Anna, reminded  me that we, all of  us, are  created in  the 

image of God.  God birthed us  into this world as beloved babies straight  from Heaven  and 

created us in God’s image, for  the purpose of Heaven—that purpose being that we would  chose 

to be in relationship  with God; that all  the days of  our lives  we would grow  closer  and closer 

to  God, becoming more and more each  day the Image  of  God.  This  is  why we  are here.  It is 

kind of like, Anna declared with certainty as she whispered in my ear, the parent who  walks 

away  from a  child when  she is  learning  to walk.  God backs up and  lets  us choose if we  are 

ready  to walk  towards God. 

 Unfortunately, somewhere along the way of our lives, Anna continued, we  fell into a 

deep hole.  These holes are variously called sin,  addiction, unrighteousness, attachment.  Anna 

does not yet know these big words.  She just  calls  them holes.  We  all fall into a hole.  These 

holes do have  names however, according to Anna, names like greed, hatred,  violence, drugs, 

wicked, cruel,  liar, gambling, big mouth, and so on. You  can’t “dig” your way  out of  these 
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holes, Anna informed me.  You have to live  your way  out of  these  holes.  We fill up our holes  

when  we live, when we live generosity, service, listening,  compassion, friendship, hope, joy, 

peace, more listening,  more compassion, prayer, prayer again, worship, kindness, “You know,” 

Anna says, “When we live good.”  Once out of our holes, when we keep living these 

words, then we can whisper  this secret to others and then we all grow in  the  Image  of God.   

“It is that easy,” Anna said.  She concluded, “It is all  so  obvious  that  it  would  take an idiot 

not  to  see it.”   

This is the secret from a six  year  old girl living her life ever so  close to God.  Oh, and  

Anna adds, in answer to  a question of  mine, Anna adds, “No!  There are  no holes  so  deep that 

you cannot  live  your way  out  of them.”   

You all see,  I trust, that  this  is exactly how  you have  the power  to  change  the world.  

You  can  live  ever and  for  always  closer  to God.  “It is all  so obvious that it  would take  an 

idiot not  to see it.”  And there  are  no idiots around here—Anna says.  And I add, that’s right, 

there  are  sinners and addicts around here, but no  idiots.  We are all smart enough and “Yes, we 

are  able.” 

Make it so!  

So be  it.  Amen. 

 

         

  


